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This program is designed for
Microsoft SQL Server. It is

comprehensive security
auditing tool that audits
Microsoft SQL Server

databases for critical areas
of security. It does not

replace the Microsoft SQL
Server management toolset,
but complements it nicely by

adding additional auditing
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capability to the MS SQL
Server. It does not rely on

background tasks or services
running on a server in order

to perform audits. A
background service is not

required to perform audits,
but the tool is still able to

perform audits on as many
databases on a server as the
user wishes. It also supports
Windows domain replication
and federated databases in

Microsoft SQL Server 2005
and later servers.

NGSSQuirreL can perform
the following custom checks
on a Microsoft SQL Server:
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Database Level Security
Bypass Checks: - Default
Accounts Credentials -

Default SQL Server Groups
- Default Logins - User

Level Privileges and
Permissions for Tables -

User Level Privileges and
Permissions for Stored

Procedures - User Level
Privileges and Permissions
for User Defined Functions
- User Level Privileges and

Permissions for Views -
Security Bypass of
Transparent Data

Encryption - Security
Bypass of DDL Privacy -
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Security Bypass of Full Text
Search/Analytics - Security

Bypass of Replication -
Security Bypass of

Replication Clustering
Include the visual checker,
that can help you to check
your site with the checker
for well-formed HTML!
The visual checker shows

the markup errors, the visual
errors and warnings inside

the HTML markup
(XHTML, HTML5) and the
CSS. Features: ✓ Find and

show visual errors and
warnings within the HTML
markup ✓ Find and show
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visual errors and warnings
within the CSS ✓ Find and

show visual errors and
warnings within the

XHTML ✓ Find and show
visual errors and warnings
for all standard and non-

standard HTML and
XHTML features and

elements ✓ Find and show
visual errors and warnings
for HTML 5 features and
elements ✓ Find and show
visual errors and warnings

for CSS features and
elements ✓ Find and show
visual errors and warnings
for XHTML features and
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elements ✓ Find and show
visual errors and warnings

for all standard HTML
attributes and values,

including HTML5 features
✓ Find and show visual

errors and warnings for all
standard CSS properties and

values, including HTML5
properties ✓ Find and show
visual errors and warnings

for all standard HTML tags
and attributes, including

HTML5

NGSSQuirreL For SQL Server Free Registration Code Download

Secure database with one of
the most extensive audits
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available. NGSSQuirreL for
SQL Server will identify

data loss and security
vulnerabilities, and can
blacklist, whitelist or

remove security patches in
the event of compromises.

NGSSQuirreL for SQL
Server will test your SQL

Server for rootkits and
stealth backdoors, as well as
advanced hacking features

such as SQL Slammer, SQL
Slammer 2, SQL Slammer

eXtreme and Stuxnet.
NGSSQuirreL for SQL

Server will also search for
SQL injection, Visual Basic,
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ASP and ASP.NET
injection vulnerabilities, as

well as the evasion of
content security

technologies such as XSS,
SQL Flood, Data Cache and

HTML/XML Injection.
New vulnerability checks

include: • SQL Server
Slammer (3.0 and above),

SQL Slammer eXtreme (3.0
and above) and SQL

Slammer 2 (3.0 and above),
which are collectively

known as the SQL Slammer
family of attacks. • SQL
Slammer 2.1 and later. •

SQL Slammer 2.2 and later.
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• Stuxnet, a remote
execution injection tool. •

Data Cache and
HTML/XML Injection. •

SQL and Visual Basic
Intrusions. • Injection-based

XSS evasion features. •
Command Injection-based

XSS evasion features. •
Heap Overflow evasion

features. • XML Injection
evasion features. •

Command Injection evasion
features. • JavaScript

Injection evasion features. •
SQL Slammer evasion

features. • CLOB Injection
evasion features.
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NGSSQuirreL for SQL
Server is a highly intuitive
and configurable program
that can perform hundreds

of individual checks for
your SQL Server. It also

includes the ability to
generate lockdown scripts

which will secure the server
based upon the

vulnerabilities discovered,
all with just one click of a

button. Give NGSSQuirreL
for SQL Server a try to fully

assess its capabilities! Do
you need to check the

integrity of your database
files? Do you want to be
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sure that no unauthorized
person has copied or

replaced your database
files? Does it matter if they
do? Database integrity is a

set of concepts that are used
for a variety of reasons.

Here is a very short primer
to make sure you understand

the value of database
integrity. SQL Server 2014
Error Codes: SQL Server
has gone through a lot of

changes since its
introduction in 6a5afdab4c
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====================
========== Is This The
Ticket? NGSSQuirreL for
SQL Server (NGSSQuirreL
for SQL Server PRO) is a
highly customizable and
intuitive SQL Server
security auditing tool with a
vast array of capabilities.
This product is a patch for
the free (LGPL) v2.0
NGSSQuirreL tool. It
contains a new commercial
'SQL Server Upgrade
Module' that automates the
patching of SQL Server
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databases. This tool includes
the ability to fully inspect,
modify, and re-lock your
SQL Server database. You
will need to have direct
access to the server so there
is no remote connection.
The following are just a few
of the capabilities
NGSSQuirreL for SQL
Server includes: * Full
Database, Instance, Logon,
and User level security audit
of SQL Server database
servers * Full admin rights
and lock down of the SQL
Server database so that only
valid credentials can access
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and modify it * Full SQL
Server database and physical
file security audit * Full
inventory and listing of all
SQL Server databases * Full
audit of all SQL Server
logins and users with
detailed information (user,
login, server) * Full database
and logon injection analysis
* Full SQL Server object
level security audit * Full
global transaction, SQL
Agent, remote login, and
service monitor security
audit * Full version and
patch management audit *
Native reports for
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Microsoft® SQL Server®
Management Studio®,
Visual Basic® Studio,
C#/.NET * Native reports
for SSMS, Visual Basic, and
SQL Server (full script
generation) * SQL Profiler
event level audit * SQL
Server Management Studio
& VSDesigner Security
Audit * SQL Server Profiler
in-line audit * Unlimited
complex Transactional Log
Levels audit * Unix SQL
Server audit with grep filters
* Unix: MSSQL, Oracle,
PostgreSQL, MySQL, DB2
* Viewed Server Logs for
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Index, Path, Pages, IO,
Memory, CPU Time, and
Server CPU Time, File and
Database, File and Database,
File and Database, Is this
SQL Server edition is
Security, Major, Minor and
Patch * Fully customizable
and full scripts for SQL
Server DDL and DML
based on vulnerabilities
reported NGSSQuirreL for
SQL Server Features: ====
====================
========= * Includes a
full SQL Server security
audit with printable SQL
Server security report with
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one click * Includes a full
end-user audit with printable
SQL Server end

What's New in the?

====================
=================
NGSSQuirreL for SQL
Server is an extremely well-
designed, versatile security
auditing tool designed for
Microsoft SQL database
servers. NGSSQuirreL for
SQL Server performs the
fullest audit of business risk
currently available in any
Microsoft SQL database
server vulnerability scanner.
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NGSSQuirreL for SQL
Server is a highly intuitive
and configurable program
that can perform hundreds
of individual checks for
your SQL Server. It also
includes the ability to
generate lockdown scripts
which will secure the server
based upon the
vulnerabilities discovered,
all with just one click of a
button. Give NGSSQuirreL
for SQL Server a try to fully
assess its capabilities! Key
Features of NGSSQuirreL
for SQL Server: ========
====================
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================
NGSSQuirreL for SQL
Server is a security auditing
tool designed for Microsoft
SQL Server which includes
the following key features: ·
An extremely intuitive
interface that makes it the
ideal tool for security
auditing and also its
extremely configurable,
allowing you to see exactly
what the scanner is checking
for. · Report the results in
the form of HTML, text,
XML or a variety of other
formats that allow you to
manage the results as you
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please. · The ability to
perform hundreds of
individual checks which are
all performed in sequence. ·
Generate lockdown scripts
for the server which will
lockdown the server based
upon the vulnerabilities
found, and which will
prompt you to install any
necessary patches or
updates. · The ability to
perform continuous
integration of the audit
results by sending the results
to a continuous integration
system of your choice. · The
ability to completely analyze
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and log the report via secure
FTP. · The ability to
perform any number of
other functions such as mail
notifications, email threads,
registry wipes, cleanups,
schedules and any other
functionality you can
perform in a database
server. · The ability to
perform custom user-
defined checks which are
extremely customizable.
Install & Go is an easy to
use, powerful and flexible
tool for setting up and
running unattended
Microsoft SQL Server
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installations. Easy to use and
intuitive, Install & Go
automates the entire setup
process and delivers you an
"untouched" SQL Server
allowing you to go straight
into the business of using
the server. It also provides
you with a wizard driven
interface that will walk you
through the setup process,
allowing you to easily create
a functioning installation
right from start to finish.
Install & Go allows you to
create a Windows
98/Me/2000/NT4/XP/2
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System Requirements For NGSSQuirreL For SQL Server:

Recommended Minimum
System Requirements: CPU:
2.4GHz Dual Core CPU
RAM: 3GB RAM OS: OS X
10.8.5 GPU: ATI Radeon
X1300 series, OpenGL 3.3
or above, NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 750, or Radeon HD
7500 or above Video: Intel
HD 4000 or Nvidia Geforce
GTX 480 or above DirectX:
Version 11 Storage: At least
500MB space free Input
Devices: Keyboard, mouse
Recommended Additional
Requirements: Audio: PCM
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